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First edition: September 2013 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Preface New books are born in at least two different ways. Often, they are the result of long and careful planning and visioning. At other times, a spontaneous idea may give rise to a project and soon it will take wings and soar. The current volume belongs to the latter category. A few years ago, we three editors, having just finished a symposium on religious plurality in the East Coast of the United States, were enjoying a quiet and relaxing moment of dinner and fellowship. We got to talking about the different shape of pneumatology in different cultures and VeliMatti turned to Kirsteen and Amos suggesting a new book idea on pneumatology.
It was a vague and suggestive idea, something "new" and "exciting" to be explored. We chatted a bit but none of us really had much energy left at the time. Hardly had Kirsteen returned home to the United Kingdom and Veli-Matti to the West Coast when there was an email communication from Amos. Not only was it an affirmation of the feasibility of and need for a new exploratory edited volume on pneumatology but it was much more: it was a fairly detailed plan-several pages long! What a start! Several intuitions and dreams guided the joint project. We wanted to explore pneumatology in an intercultural and interdisciplinary matrix of ideas in a way that would intentionally push the boundaries, suggest new bold ideas, and make room for creative thinking. In order to accomplish an innovative investigation into the Spirit/spirits, we wanted to gather as diverse a group of scholars as possible, all the way from seasoned, established scholars to "fledglings," including a number of doctoral students. The authors who have responded to our call represent diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds, various Christian traditions (including Protestant, Pentecostal, and Catholic), and many theological orientations. We are grateful that they have been able to appreciate the exploratory vision of this volume and are also thankful that they have worked intentionally with us, some at great length, to engage directly with the cutting edge of the book's central thrusts.
The repeated rejections from various publishers, while acknowledging the creativity and novelty of the manuscript-ironically-affirmed to us the need for this kind of exploration and confirmed initial intuitions! We are happy and proud that Palgrave dared to go with our project-three cheers to Burke Gerstenschlager, our Palgrave editor, for being willing to take the risk of publishing this volume. Thanks also to Kaylan Connelly and others at Palgrave for their expert and efficient handling of the manuscript from start to finish.
Amos thanks his dean and colleague Michael Palmer for supporting his research and scholarship in so many tangible ways, one of which includes a stipend for a graduate assistant. Vince Le, a Regent University doctoral student who serves in that graduate assistantship position, helped with the manuscript by conforming all of the chapters to Palgrave style, and completing a multitude of other project-related tasks in a timely manner. PhD student Joshua Muthalali, also a research assistant to Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, helped to generate the index.
